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Emote components offer a new take on traditional 

private office furniture. Small in scale, Thought Boards 

that are both functional and artistically expressive are 

offered in fabric, back-painted glass and wood finishes. 

The Work Cabinet is a unique alternative to a height-

adjustable table, encouraging individuals to move 

within the space and change posture. The cabinet is 

elevated by a base and has an extendable worksurface 

above its storage to allow a laptop to be plugged in 

while working comfortably in a standing position. 

Emote transforms the private office into the creative 

office, one with a fresh look and the freedom to 

function in multiple ways. Emote is a collection of 

distinct furniture elements. It brings an expressive 

quality to the workspace through a palette of new 

paint colors applied to wood that provides nearly 

endless combinations of finish options. Lighter in 

scale, this simple yet versatile offering − well-suited 

to today’s smaller spaces − enables today’s agile 

worker to move with ease from focused tasks at 

the desk, to brainstorming on a series of Thought 

Boards, or capturing ideas on a laptop while standing 

comfortably at the Work Cabinet.

emote private office

01 thought board with shelf

02 work cabinet

03 desk-top shelf
01

As Emote designer Mario Ruiz explains, the private 

office collection offers three color concepts: “Each 

concept narrates a distinct storyline – Technology, 

Landscape and Attitude. For each concept we have 

created contrasting palettes that illustrate opposite 

ends of its spectrum. These are meant to serve as 

guidelines for companies, architects and interior 

designers, so they can better navigate the possibilities 

that the collection offers, allowing them to create a 

color story that embodies and highlights their unique 

identity.”

As a standard product, Emote offers one of the most 

extensive palette offerings on wood in the market 

today. A broad array of neutral, contrasting or bold 

color combinations can be applied to reflect the user’s 

personality and/or the company’s culture.

Desk options include height-adjustable base or with 

solid wood legs. Personal Desk Accessories organize 

and store objects, and include trays with integrated 

power. The collection is simple, easy to understand 

and puts the user in control of their space.

Emote is available in a range of unique finishes that 

span the spectrum from cool, quiet neutrals to rich, 

warm tones. The palette surprises and inspires through 

colored woods while maintaining the natural, tactile 

appeal of the wood grain. Inspired by three conceptual 

narratives, Emote’s color palette allows creative 

expressions of mood and tone.

02 03
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Boxes can be used to flexibly shape space to support 

a number of different team tasks, creating spaces 

that encourage lively group dynamics and creativity. 

Their flexibility makes them perfect for startups and 

coworking spaces where tomorrow is always the 

unknown. 

Teknion Bene Box also solves the problem of multi-

purpose rooms and team spaces where the action 

changes day to day. Build and rebuild, mix and remix 

to create just the right format for a work session or a 

celebration. Teknion Bene Box is always a 

work in progress

Teknion Bene Box comprises simple building blocks 

that flexibly shape work environments to support 

multiple team tasks that encourage lively group 

dynamics and creativity. 

It’s the ideal multi-functional modular furnishing 

system, combining desks, tables, stools, benches, 

lecterns, platforms, shelving units, storage tower and 

more to create flexible options for any room, and 

for an entire floor plan. Bene Box easily assembles, 

disassembles and can be modified by hand in just a 

few quick steps to create whatever settings are required. 

Teknion Bene Box is the result of a new partnership 

with Bene, a major market player in Europe, and an 

international leader in design and furnishing modern 

office and working environments. Teknion Bene Box 

is manufactured to the highest standards in North 

America.

teknion bene box
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The Sprout Stool & Table Collection is the 

culmination of Danish designer Thomas Pedersen 

melding classic organic lines with innovative ideas 

and simple details. The collection is inspired by nature 

− budding flowers, foliage and branches at varying 

stages of size and growth. Each can be displayed 

solo, like a small flower in a bud vase, or be part of 

a larger arrangement of similar or varying colors and 

textures. One of Sprout’s alluring qualities is that its 

sturdily constructed metal trumpet base and support 

can be finished in any Teknion paint color, creating 

endless possibilities when married with Luum Textiles 

upholstery options.

Counter-height stools with a 24-inch (61cm) seat 

height and bar-height stools with a 30-inch (76.2cm) 

seat height are equipped with a minimalist footrest 

that appears to be sprouting out from the column. 

Task-height stools with an 18-inch (45.7cm) seat 

height can be used in casual lounge areas or within a 

workstation. The upholstered seats swivel 360°, making 

the stool multi-directional and ideal in small spaces 

like phonebooths. The height is fixed for safer use and 

a consistent look in public spaces.

Table shapes of round and soft square correspond with 

16-inch-high (40.6cm) lounge, 29-inch-high (73.6cm) 

task, 36-inch-high (91.4cm) counter and 42-inch-high 

(106.7cm) bar heights. Their small-scaled top surfaces 

– 24- and 30-inch-diameter round (61 and 76.2cm), 

and 24- and 30-inch soft square − imply an intimate 

yet informal gathering, such as a date for cocktails or 

a quick chat. Table surface finish options include all of 

Teknion’s standard Foundation Laminate, Flintwood, 

Seamless Color and Natural Veneer colorways to meet 

varying design needs.

Ideal for short-term applications, Sprout is perfect for 

use in workplaces, phonebooths, cafeterias, cafes, retail 

and educational settings. Designed for corporate and 

commercial applications, the products have been tested 

to ANSI/BIFMA standards and the stools have a 300-

pound (136kg) weight capacity.

Sprout Stools

Sprout Tables

sprout stool & table
collection
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Just-Us is offered in two models. A durable, plastic 

frame with innate flex and a breathable mesh back are 

common threads between the two models − one with 

a mesh seat, and one with an upholstered seat available 

in many Luum Textiles’ expressions. 

Just-Us is ANSI/BIFMA tested to a 300-pound 

(136kg) weight capacity, making it appropriate for 

broad use in a corporate or commercial environment 

focused on quality and performance. Minimal 

controls enable multiple users to jump-in, quickly and 

comfortably meet, or get to work. 

With one lever, simply adjust seat height, swivel, tilt 

and lock. The ribbon-like frame loops indefinitely to 

form fixed-loop arms, contributing to tidier, more 

professional-looking meeting spaces with their 

coordinated arm heights.

The Just-Us Chair’s finish palette has been designed to 

stand alone, or integrate with Teknion’s existing work 

chairs across a floorplate. Similar to the Around chair, 

finishes include a Gris or Ebony palette. 

Just-Us is a multi-purpose chair that appeals to 

organizations and individuals in search of a fresh, 

more contemporary look and feel, but desiring a chair 

that exudes professionalism in the work environment. 

It is easy to use and light-spirited, making it a 

welcoming destination spanning meeting rooms, 

touchdown workstations and enclaves to 

the home office. 

The Just-Us Chair is designed by Justus Kolberg who, 

two years ago, designed Teknion’s popular Around 

Chair. Just-Us shares many of Around’s characteristics 

and has a similar design language.

Two mesh styles are offered – Around mesh in five 

colorways to match the Around family and coordinate 

with Sabrina and Nuova Contessa colorways, and a 

fresh new Just-Us mesh available in seven colorways to 

contrast or coordinate with the frame. Optional hard 

and soft casters, or glides, make Just-Us suitable for all 

floor types.

just-us chair

01 gris frame, mesh seat

02 gris frame, upholstered seat

03 ebony frame, mesh seat

04 ebony frame, upholstered seat 01 02 03 04
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C+D features multiple leg, power and edge profile 

selections. Three leg styles, including metal loop legs 

with wood accents on the exterior and interior infill 

panels, conceal channels for wire management. The 

table’s unique layered top and edge style imparts a 

warm yet functional aesthetic. Standard top layers 

include wood, etched and standard back-painted glass, 

and Corian. 

Top layers are applied over a durable solid wood edge. 

C+D is designed and engineered to accommodate a 

variety of sizes and top materials.

Power options include surface power, plus edge power 

and edge USB selections. It also offers the ability to 

integrate electrics outside of the standard choices.

The C+D – Craft+Design – large-scale conference table 

brings an artisanal focus back into the boardroom, 

while addressing the various connectivity needs of the 

contemporary workplace. Craftsmanship comes into 

play with the materials in the layered top and in the 

details of its different edge profiles and various leg 

options that support its large format. 

Clever wire management and power are integrated 

to satisfy all the connectivity needs that versatile 

workspaces demand. The C+D’s numerous elements, 

with details that balance artisan craft and function, 

allow companies to customize the conference tables to 

fit their own distinct identity.

C+D features comprehensive options as a standard 

offering, with the ability to accommodate specials 

for various sizes, materials and finishes. The new 

conference table is a platform for standard, and an 

inspiration for customization.

The C+D Conference Table is designed by Mario Ruiz.

01 metal loop legs with wood accents

02 metal loop legs with wood infill panels

03 layered top with knife edge

04 layered top with flat edge

05 edge power and edge USB options

06 surface power option
03

01

02

04 05 06
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As the function of reception desks and the act of 

receiving guests evolves, so do reception needs of 

different businesses. A reception desk can function 

as the boundary of public to private space, providing 

security and privacy. In other applications, reception 

space is a communal shared experience and may not 

require a traditional desk. In any scenario where 

greeting people is involved, creating a positive first 

impression is as important as ever.

Teknion Reception takes an innovative design 

approach − from classic to communal − in addressing 

these evolving requirements, while addressing how 

public and private spaces are blending. To encourage 

customization, the program offers five distinct starting 

points of unique desks, a communal bar and storage 

console, and classic desk with L return. 

The Classic Desk fully integrates the familiar storage 

formats and power needs of a permanent receptionist. 

Minimal divisional elements hide any wire clutter 

while maintaining clear sightlines for an open 

connection with guests.

The Desk with Transaction balances the classic needs 

for enclosure paired with an open, extended area to 

invite guests to sit and engage in longer conversations. 

Clearly articulated volumes provide the opportunity to 

explore the mixed materiality of the collection and give 

visual cues to differentiate between functional zones.

The Full Enclosed Desk surrounds the worksurface 

for complete privacy. Mixed material elements provide 

intuitive touch points to guide a visitor’s approach.

Approachable from all sides, the Communal Bar 

invites a shared experience. On top, it features a 

Corian tiered surface to elevate and display materials 

or serve refreshments. Additional functionality 

of cubby spaces and hidden island storage offers 

impromptu storage to clear the space for an 

uncluttered exchange between guests and hosts.

The Storage Console can be an addendum to storage 

to complement any setting, or serve as a shared point 

of interaction where no desk is necessary at all. 

Reception desks tend to be highly customized and are 

therefore traditionally custom-made by local millwork 

shops. The Teknion Reception program simplifies the 

design and customization process. Whereas millwork 

can be expensive and take a long time to produce, 

Teknion Reception offers clients custom, complex 

desks in an efficient and cost-effective manner, with 

reduced lead times, repeatable consistency and quality 

at a larger scale.

teknion reception

Classic Desk

Desk with Transaction

Full Enclosed Desk

Communal Bar

Storage Console

01 teknion reception communal bar

02 customizable cubby work tools

03 casual charging option for guests

01

03
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The medium activates the microbes of the plants’ root 

system, enabling air purification efficiency. Combined, 

these innovations create a biofilter that naturally 

purifies air. Fans return the air back into the room. 

Sensors in the wall measure the variables of Naava and 

its surroundings. 

Naava’s artificial intelligence analyzes and directs 

functions automatically. The remote system transmits 

information (e.g., from weather satellites to prepare for 

environment changes) to the wall in real time. 

The Naava Green Healthtech Wall is part of a new 

alliance between Teknion and Naava, a Finnish health 

technology company founded in 2012.

Naava Healthtech Green Wall plant species are 

attractive, resilient and allergy-friendly. They are 

planted in a soil-less, porous growth medium with 

special pots to enhance air circulation.

The Naava Green Healthtech Wall reconnects office 

workers with nature, creating happier, healthier and 

more inspiring workplaces. More than a beautiful 

living wall, it is scientifically proven to naturalize 

indoor air, reduce harmful chemicals and optimize 

humidity. The wall is also an efficient biological air 

purifier and space divider that brings the benefits 

of nature indoors and can contribute to WELL 

certification.

naava green 
healthtech wall 

Automated watering and airflow adjustments are made 

automatically.   Three versions of the Naava Green 

Wall are available

Naava One is appropriate for open offices, conference 

rooms, personal workspaces, and spaces to relax and 

create in. A freestanding and mobile piece of furniture, 

it can be used as a room divider in open spaces. The 

standard size of 100cm wide x 210cm high x 35cm 

deep (39 x 83 x 14 inches) enables air purification 

of up to 60m2  (645 square feet). Other sizes are 

available by special order.

Naava One

Naava One Slim is a wall-mounted 21cm deep (8 

inches) version of Naava One. Streamlined design 

enables it to be placed in narrower spaces, making it 

ideal for conference rooms and busy spaces, such as 

cafés. Nava One Slim purifies up to 60m2 (645 square 

feet) of air. 

Naava One Slim

Naava Duo’s double-sided design doubles the health-

enhancing benefits of bringing nature indoors. When 

serving as a room divider, its lush greenery reduces 

noise, improving the acoustics of the space. Naava 

Duo purifies the air in a space up to 60m2 (645 

square feet) with its 100cm wide x 210cm high x 50cm 

deep (39 x 83 x 20 inches) dimensions. Other sizes are 

available by special order.

Naava Duo

04

01

finishes

05

laminates/metal paint 
category updated

Striate White & Striate Charcoal

The Striate design includes a linear pattern that offers 

orientation similar to a straight wood grain. White 

Striate offers a soft, warm, bright color. A micro-

technical texture offers sensory feedback to the touch. 

Striate Charcoal is a warm, dark, sophisticated abstract. 

Both are well-suited for all workplace applications, 

including training and education. Greystone edge 

band can be paired with Striate Charcoal for an 

integrated edge surface, while Light Grey Crosshatch 

and Storm White offer Striate White coordinate 

options.

Heather Grey

This design mimics the pattern of non-woven felt. 

Heather Grey builds on the trend of materials that 

influence our perception of comfort. A soft texture 

enhances the expected felt sensory feedback and 

softens the overall neutral grey color. A Heather Grey 

edge band is also being introduced to align with this 

laminate for an integrated edge-surface pairing.

Greystone

Zones introduced Greystone to the Teknion color 

palette. Due to its popularity and core color capacity, 

Greystone is expanding to the Foundation and Source 

laminate palettes, as well as to the Foundation metal 

paint category. 

v4 natural veneer

The natural veneer finish category V4 has been expanded 

with the addition of two new White Oak (Salted and 

Shade) and three new Quarter Cut Walnut (Natural, 

Oyster and Arabica) finishes. All veneers from the 

category are applicable on the new Emote Private Office 

and C+D Conference Table, plus Dossier and Teknion 

Community Table.

The September launch complements the May 

introductions of Foundation, Source Laminate and 

Foundation Metal Paint category additions.

Three new abstract Foundation Laminate 

introductions respond to a growing interest in sensory 

materials. Although we explore our world using all 

of our senses, sight and touch are key to exploring 

the surfaces of our workplace environment. Color, 

visual pattern and physical texture create this sensory 

experience for Striate White, Striate Charcoal and 

Heather Grey laminate designs.

01 naava one

02 naava one slim

03 naava duo

04 striate white

05 striate charcoal

06 heather grey

07 greystone
05 06 07

02 03
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Teknion is introducing height adjustability to the 

modern meeting and conference room via a new table 

option in the Expansion Casegoods offering. The 

Height-Adjustable Conference Table with Panel Bases 

offers sit-to-stand flexibility ideal for large conference-

based settings − from executive boardrooms to 

collaborative areas. 

Fixed-height meeting table supports have also been 

refined aesthetically. The Blade Leg design has been 

extended to other meeting tables. A new Star Base 

and T-Leg provide a contemporary look and feel. New 

meeting tables are offered with multiple power options 

and discreetly manage cables within the vertical 

posts, providing a cleaner look and broader planning 

possibilities.

expansion casegoods 
updates

01 height-adjustable conference table with panel bases

02 meeting table with new blade star base

03 meeting table with new blade t-legs 01 02 03
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A Single-Sided application is the latest addition to the 

growing Navigate Height-Adjustable Bench offering. 

Highlighted by the ability to have a standalone 

run or be integrated within a run of Double-Sided, 

120 Degree or a mixture of both, the Single-Sided 

application allows a new level of versatility when 

planning with HAB. 

To better support a growing list of Global Account 

Clients, Teknion is rolling out the Navigate Electric 

Height-Adjustable Table program worldwide. 

Production in North America, Europe and Asia-

Pacific takes advantage of a strong partnership with 

motor and controls supplier LINAK and its global 

presence. Navigate Worldwide maximizes geo-specific 

electrical options, wire management solutions and 

finish offerings while maintaining a universal design. 

The new Navigate program provides the same aesthetic, 

same components and same experience worldwide.

The single-sided offering:

• includes Corridor Screening to enclose a   

  hallway application

• features transition gables/covers to seamlessly   

  coordinate Single-Sided frames with Double-  

  Sided and 120 Degree frames

• uses standard/universal components, like the   

  wire channel, to offer simplicity when    

  specifying and ordering

single-sided navigate 
height-adjustable bench

The Smooth Felt Screen offering has been expanded 

with two new corner screens to provide additional 

low-cost space division and local privacy options. 

The Square 90 accompanies standard rectangular 

worksurfaces, while the Curved Corner follows the 

rounded ends of radius corner worksurfaces. As with 

all screens in the Smooth Felt Screen program, the 

Square 90 and Curved Corner are available in a 

42-inch (106.7cm) datum height.

Both screens are included in the Complements Catalog 

as they are designed to fit casually on Teknion’s 

systems product lines − District, Interpret, Leverage, 

upStage, and Complements for Height-Adjustable 

Tables.

The recent launch of Infinity Fabric Screens and desk-

edge Smooth Felt Screens updates the current systems 

look and feel while introducing a warmth and softness. 

They also add new planning styles and aesthetics.

Suspended Cubby

Ledger Suspended Cubby is functional hanging 

storage designed to provide safe and secure storage 

of personal items. With its clean design precluding a 

handle, the unit is always easy for users to reach and 

open. It features a metal case and softly padded inlay 

at the bottom of the cubby. A bracket enables the 

Suspended Cubby to mount to a variety of Teknion 

height-adjustable tables and keeps it within easy reach.

Mobile Personal Cubby

The Mobile Personal Cubby is a slim storage unit ideal 

for use alongside or beneath a workstation. It meets 

personal storage needs from snacks to handbags to 

sneakers. It can also be used as an alternative seating 

option when needed. Front opening options include 

hinged door or side drawer. Locking casters allow the 

cubby to move smoothly then be secured in place.

space division

ledger storage

01 single-sided navigate height-adjustable bench

02 smooth felt screen - curved corner

03 smooth felt screen - square 90 corner

04 ledger suspended cubby

05 ledger mobile pedestal cubby

01

02

04

03 05
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The F500 series of seating is the latest product 

to emerge from the partnership that Studio TK 

announced with Dutch firm Artifort last year.

British designer Geoffrey D. Harcourt’s inspiration 

behind the F500 series arose from his girlfriend at the 

time, who liked to curl up in a cross-legged position. 

He was fascinated by this very feminine attitude.

The result: the F500 series. The chair has all the 

comfort of an easy chair, and is wide enough to meet 

this unusual seating area.  

The shell is large enough to curl up in and is the 

paragon of Harcourt’s philosophy that “the chair 

should focus on the person, and not the other way 

around.”

F510, F585 and F588 are swivel armchairs with 

trumpet bases. F510 is offered with a fixed upholstery 

detail. F585 has a welt upholstery detail. F588 features 

a button tufted upholstery detail. Each model is 

available with a painted disc base in 16 finishes. 

studio tk - f500 series


